2648 Water
Determine water allocations.
Capitalists prefer to know who owns things, and water is no exception. Nature recycles a random
amount of water each year and places it in various sources (lakes, rivers, and underground aquifers).
Contracts for various portions of that water are written.
Unfortunately, there may not be enough water available in a drought year to fulfill each contract.
The resolution to this is via priorities. The highest priority contracts are fulfilled before the next tier of
priorities. If there is insufficient water to fulfill the requirements of all the contracts of a given priority,
what remains of the water source is divided proportionally among all the contracts of that priority.
For example, suppose a water source has 1,000,000 (one million) cubic feet of water available in a
given year. That water source has the following requirements:
Name
A
B
C
D
E

Priority
1
1
2
2
3

Requirement
500,000
250,000
700,000
300,000
100,000

The allocation for that year would be that contract A and B get full allotments. Contracts C and
D divide the remainder proportionally: C’s contract represents 70% of the contracts with priority 2,
and D’s contract represents the other 30%. Thus C would obtain 70% of the remaining 250,000 cubic
feet of water, or 175,000 cubic feet of water, and D would be allocated the remainder (30% of 250,000
cubic feet, or 75,000 cubic feet). The lower priority contract E would be allocated no water.
In this problem you are to calculate water allocations for various sources.

Input
The input file will contain a sequence of one or more allocation problems. Each allocation problem will
have a first line describing the source, followed by one or more lines describing the contracts on that
source.
The first line of an allocation problem has the form
"SOU RCE_N AM E",SOU RCE_V OLU M E
The SOU RCE_N AM E will be a string of no more than 80 printable ASCII characters. It will
be enclosed by double quotes but not contain any double quotes. The SOU RCE_V OLU M E will be
an integer no more than 1 trillion: 1000000000000. White space may appear on the line, and, unless
inside the quoted name, should be ignored. If SOU RCE_N AM E is "END", then this indicates no
more allocation problems are present in the input file and your program should not process any further
data.
Following a line indicating another source, there will be zero or more allocations of that source.
These are lines of the form
"CON T RACT _N AM E",CON T RACT _P RIORIT Y ,CON T RACT _V OLU M E
The CON T RACT _N AM E will be a string of no more than 80 printable ASCII characters. It will
be enclosed by double quotes but not contain any double quotes. The CON T RACT _P RIORIT Y
will be a positive integer with magnitude no larger than 1000. The CON T RACT _V OLU M E will be
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a non-negative integer no more than 1 trillion. White space may appear on the line, and, unless inside
the double quotes, should be ignored. If CON T RACT _N AM E is "END", then this indicates no more
contracts are present for this source.
Note that CON T RACT _P RIORIT Y will be a non-decreasing sequence for each allocation problem.

Output
The output file has a format similar to the input file. The differences are that
• No additional whitespace is allowed.
• In the place of CON T RACT _V OLU M E, you should instead report CON T RACT _AW ARD,
which is the actual volume awarded to the contract (truncated to its integer part).
• The end of a list of contracts is indicated by the line
"END",0,0
• The end of the list of allocation problems is indicated by the line
"END",0

Sample Input
"Le River",1000000
"People",1,500000
"Farms",1,250000
"Mine",2,700000
"Golf Course",2,300000
"Car Wash",3,100000
"END",0,0
"Le Lake",1000000
"A",1,500000
"B",1,250000
"D",2,300000
"E",3,100000
"END",-1,0
"END",0

Sample Output
"Le River",1000000
"People",1,500000
"Farms",1,250000
"Mine",2,175000
"Golf Course",2,75000
"Car Wash",3,0
"END",0,0
"Le Lake",1000000
"A",1,500000
"B",1,250000
"D",2,250000
"E",3,0
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"END",0,0
"END",0
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